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Abstract— A captcha is completely automated public turing
test to tell computers and humans apart[1].Almost all internet
users have log in accounts for internet sites[2].Often they come
across a distorted image of pseudorandom letters and digits to
enter these sites.it can be quickly solved by user but difficult for
computers to solve. Such tests are becoming key to defending
ecommerce systems. Without them hundreds of free e-mail
accounts with a single command can be created and ends up with
thousands of useless accounts. On the other hand, the provider
can assume the extra burden of validating this information, but
risks crippling its systems with the extra burden that validation
requires [5].The approach used in paper is to generate a robust
captcha which is not only human friendly but difficult for
automated programs to crack. The captcha is generated using
markov text and time variance. Noise addition along with
misalignment of characters is also done to increase the robustness
of captcha.

form load and submit. Decreasing this duration may add to
more security.
II. RELATED WORK

Relevant work has been done on this subject since a long
time now. Many OCR and non OCR methods have been
proposed. CAPTCHA is now almost a standard security
mechanism for defending against undesirable or malicious
Internet bot programs, such as those that spread junk email
and grab thousands of free email accounts. It has found
widespread application on many web sites including Google,
Yahoo, and Microsoft’s MSN [6].
 Captcha was initially devised by Andrei Broder and his
colleagues in 1997 and the same year AltaVista used this
method as a HIP. This method used distorted English
word that a user was asked to type. The distorted word
was easier for user to understand but difficult for bots to
Index Terms— Captcha, Time variance, Markov text.
recognize using OCR techniques.

Text based CAPTCHAs are in the form of an image
I. INTRODUCTION
containing a difficult to recognize text string to be
Today internet has become a vital global tool for accessing
identified and it is typed by the user in a text box provided
services. Most of the time these internet sites require
near the captcha image on the web page.
registration to access these services .The proliferation of the  Blum and Von Ahn in collaboration with Yahoo devised
publicly available services on the Web is a boon for the
EZ gimpy and Gimpy captcha to protect chat rooms from
community at large. But unfortunately it has invited new and
spammers. Gimpy works by selecting words from
novel abuses. Programs (bots and spiders) are being created
dictionary and displays them corrupted and distorted in
to steal services and to conduct fraudulent transactions. Free
an image to gain entry to the service. Disadvantage is that
online accounts are being registered automatically many
it is broken due to limited words in dictionary.
times and are being used to distribute stolen or copyrighted
material. Recommendation systems are vulnerable to artificial
inflation or deflation of rankings. For example, EBay, a
famous auction website allows users to rate a product.
Abusers can easily create bots that could increase or decrease
the rating of a specific product, possibly changing people’s
Fig 1 Gimpy Captcha
perception towards the product. Automated computer
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randomly and written
and sign up for the massive number of accounts that is used to
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send spam email. This leads to wastage of resources on sites
such
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by
randomly
choosing the
.For this purpose captcha is provided. It is used to verify
visibility
of
characters.
whether the end user is humar or not. In this paper we are
presenting a captcha using markov text and time variance. We  PayPal captcha is used in website which is an electronic
money payment service. Due to huge distance between
examine three approaches of captcha generation-Dictionary
the letters it may be quite possible to break this test using
word, random string and markov text. Dictionary words are
good OCR based program.
easy to read but also easy to guess. Random strings are hard to

Hotmail
captcha type used complex segmentation
guess and also hard to read and remember. Markov text
method.
Using
this method arc is added to text which is
provides a way in between the two approaches. Along with the
difficult
to
recognize
the letter for OCR program. It poses
markov text algorithm we use time variance concept. The
some
difficulty
to
user
to recognize the letters due to
captcha is refreshed after predefined time without affecting
complex segmentation.
the web page. Automated programs have enough time to
apply processes and break the captcha between the duration of
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1) Markov chain algorithm arranges the text into the set of
prefixes and suffixes.
2) Then an initial prefix is selected and one of the suffixes
associated with that prefix is chosen at random with
probability determined by the input statistics.









Persian/ Arabic captcha is uses Persian Arabic words.
This method suggest the use of Persian words in which
connected letters, presence of dots and right to left
reading order makes program to fail. The major
drawback is its limited domain users.

Handwritten word captcha contains database which is
handwritten names of American cities selected from
letters posted by people, but drawback is that poor
quality of words is difficult to read for the human user.
Question based captcha is a simple question based test
containing mathematical problems. In this instead of
some object name, image of the object is used.
ESP PIX captcha uses larger database of photographs and
animated images of everyday objects.
Bongo captcha uses a visual pattern recognition algorithm
which is alternative to text based captcha.

3) Then a new prefix is created by removing the first word
from the prefix and appending the suffix.
4) The process is repeated until we can’t find any suffix for the
current prefix or the word limit is exceeded.
A. Example
Let us assume the text:“We are not alone. We are nine.”
The text is arranged into the set of prefixes and suffixes. Let
us assume that a prefix length of two words and suffix length
of one word. The arrangement would be as follows:Prefix
Suffix
We are
not
are not
alone
not alone
we
alone we
are
we are
nine
Then the prefix which has the highest probability, which is
repeated maximum number of times is selected.(“we
are”).Now there are two suffix associated with this
prefix.(“not” and “nine”).We can choose any of the associated
suffix randomly. Let us choose the suffix “not”. Now the first
word of the prefix is removed and suffix is appended. So the
new string formed is “arenot”.The process is repeated until we
can’t find any suffix for the current prefix or the word limit is
exceeded.
IV. NOISE ADDITION AND MISALIGNMENT OF
CHARACTERS

 Microsoft asirra captcha designed by Microsoft uses
animal species image recognition, which does not use any
image transformation and its database is not public.
 Motion captcha uses video clips. The user is asked to select
the option that describes the movements. But this
requires very huge database to store sentences.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The approach used in this paper is to generate a more
secure captcha by using markov text and the concept of time
variance. Dictionary strings are easy to read but also easy to
guess. Random strings are hard to guess and also hard to read.
Markov text lies in between the two approaches. Markov
algorithm determines how likely it is that one word is
followed by another. These words are not English words and
therefore do not yield to dictionary attack. The algorithm
work as follows.

The background noise is added to CAPTCHA image not
related to context but making context of CAPTCHA harder to
read. For instance, intersecting lines on context characters of a
CAPTCHA image is one of the noise. These lines makes
machines harder to understand context letters because
machines have to figure the lines are context or noise. The
noise color should not be similar to the color of context
characters otherwise the computer programs can easily pass
color filter to determine the letters. Also using well aligned
characters are naive approach to fool machines because
machines can eliminate noises as eliminating outline from
guessing position of candidate letters is easier and makes
solving a CAPTCHA simpler[4].So the characters should be
misaligned to increase the complexity of captcha and to fool
machines.
V. TIME VARIANCE
In the registration process, user fills all the required entries
before submitting the captcha. Between the duration of form
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journal of emerging trends in computing and information
load and form submit bots has enough time to apply processes
sciences.vol2 no. 12 December 2011.
and break the captcha .So decreasing this duration will give
less time to automated programs to break the captcha. [3] http://golang.org/doc/codewalk/markov.go?h=os
Captcha is refreshed after certain time without affecting the
[4] Kwan Woo Park, “Analysis of Captcha”, Computer Science
web page. So it will be a great challenge for the bots to
Department University of Southern California Los Angeles,
determine which captcha is finally submitted by the user at the
CA 90089-0781 USA.
end. This will add more to the security.
[5] Clark pope and khushpreet kaur, “Is it human or computer:
defending ecommerce with captchas”.

VI. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
In our approach the elements of complexity added are
markov text, background noise, context character
misalignment and time variance. So the complexity of captcha
will be the summation of these four elements. After examining
the real world captcha samples of various sites we are
presenting an analysis table(Table 1). Our captcha presented
in this paper uses markov text for string generation which
provides better bits of assurance than other two approaches.
The noise added is intersecting lines. The misalignment of
characters along with gap variation is also provided and the
concept of time variance is also added to increase the
complexity of captcha and make it difficult for automated
program to break the captcha.
VII. CONCLUSION
Security has been of great importance since last few
decades. Automated programs (often referred to as bots) have
been designed to attack various services. The bots steal
thousands of free e-mail accounts in a minute, and skew
results. Over the past few years, an increasing number of
public web services have attempted to prevent exploitation by
bots and auto- mated scripts, by requiring a user to solve a
Turing-test challenge commonly known as a CAPTCHA
before using the service [9]. Most humans can easily pass the
test but computers cannot. The most widely deployed
CAPTCHAs are text-based schemes, which require a user to
enter the text to gain acess to the service. In this paper, we
have presented a captcha that is more secure by using markov
text for string generation, addition of noise, misalignment of
characters and the concept of time variance in which captcha
is refreshed after certain time interval which poses a great
challenge for automated programs to determine which
captcha is finally submitted by the user. This increases the
security even more and minimizes the possibility of
automated programs to break the captcha and access the
services of internet sites. Top security can be achieved by
using all these techniques together and can lead to
unbelievable results.
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